
Technologies Tools - iPad Apps and Chrome Extensions 

Interactive Graphic Organizer Word Prediction Talking Word Processor 
Inspiration Maps 

 
Intuitive visual organizers, diagrams, and 
matching text outlines.  

Read & Write Google 

 
A Chrome app that increases the accessibility 
of the text of documents in your Google Drive 
account:  talking dictionary and the app also 
reads the text of your documents aloud. A 
vocabulary tool is included. 

Read & Write Google 

 
A Chrome app that increases the accessibility 
of the text of documents in your Google Drive 
account:  talking dictionary and the app also 
reads the text of your documents aloud.  A 
vocabulary tool is included. 

Mindmeister 
 

 
Includes shared collaboration and a 
brainstorming environment on the web.  
 
 
 

CO:Writer Universal

 
Uses grammar and vocabulary-smart word 
prediction, topic-specific dictionaries, talking 
word processor, and a keyboard for iPads.  

CO:Writer Universal 

 
Uses grammar and vocabulary-smart word 
prediction, topic-specific dictionaries, talking 
word processor, and a keyboard for iPads.  



Popplet 

 
Simple platform for ideas to be captured and 
moved and sorted. 

SOLO 6 Literacy Suite 

 
Includes a text reader, graphic organizer, 
talking word processor, and word prediction. 

SOLO 6 Literacy Suite

 
Includes a text reader, graphic organizer, 
talking word processor, and word prediction. 

MindGenius 

 
Use it for taking notes, to do lists, collect ideas 
and information organized in created maps. 
 
 

iReadWrite iPad App 

 
 
A writing support app for the iPad that provides 
word prediction, spellchecking, a dictionary 
with picture support, and speak as you type. 

iReadWrite iPad App 

 
 
A writing support app for the iPad that provides 
word prediction, spellchecking, a dictionary 
with picture support, and speak as you type. 

SimpleMind   



 
Mind mapping tool that includes multiple 
layouts and unlimited page size and number of 
elements. 
 

Inkflow Visual Notebook 

 
Use for expressive writing or sketching.  Easy 
to move and scale items.  Brainstorm and plan 
by moving your thoughts around the page. 
 
 
 
 

  

iMindQ   



 
Present information in a visual format, manage 
creative ideas for brainstorming. 

Ideament 
 

 
Lets you draw a diagram, mind map, concept 
map or flowchart and convert it to a text 
outline. 
 

  

MindNode   



 
Allows you to brainstorm, organize/connect 
and share thoughts in a visual format. 
 
 

 


